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Optimizing snake locomotion on an inclined plane2
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We develop a model to study the locomotion of snakes on inclined planes. We determine numerically which
snake motions are optimal for two retrograde traveling-wave body shapes, triangular and sinusoidal waves, across
a wide range of frictional parameters and incline angles. In the regime of large transverse friction coefficients,
we find power-law scalings for the optimal wave amplitudes and corresponding costs of locomotion. We give
an asymptotic analysis to show that the optimal snake motions are traveling waves with amplitudes given by the
same scaling laws found in the numerics.
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I. INTRODUCTION15

Snake locomotion has long drawn the interest of biologists,16

engineers, and applied mathematicians [1–5]. A lack of limbs17

distinguishes snake kinematics from other common modes of18

locomotion such as swimming, flying, and walking [6]. Snakes19

propel themselves by a variety of gaits, including slithering,20

sidewinding, concertina motion, and rectilinear progression21

[4]. They can move in terrestrial [1,7], aquatic [8], and aerial22

[9] environments. Snake-like robots have shown impressive23

locomotor abilities [2,10,11], with applications in confined24

environments like narrow crevices [12], as well as rough terrain25

[13]. In such environments the ability to ascend an incline26

is fundamental, and various studies of snakes and snake-like27

robots have been conducted on this subject. Maneewarn and28

Maneechai [5] examined the kinematics of crawling gaits in29

narrow inclined pipes with jointed modular snake robots and30

found that high speeds were obtained with short-wavelength31

motions. Hatton and Choset [14] focused on sidewinding gaits32

on inclines and presented stability conditions for snakes by33

comparing sidewinding to a rolling elliptical trajectory and34

determining the minimum aspect ratio of the sidewinding35

pattern to maintain stability. Marvi and Hu [15] studied36

concertina locomotion on steep slopes and in vertical crevices.37

They found that snakes can actively orient their scales and lift38

portions of their bodies to vary their frictional interactions39

with the surroundings. Transeth et al. [16] considered the40

obstacle-aided locomotion of snake robots on inclined and41

vertical planes. They found agreement with a numerical model42

that included both frictional forces and forces from rigid-body43

contacts with the obstacles.44

A common way to study locomotory kinematics is to pro-45

pose a form of efficiency and determine the kinematics which46

optimize it. Some well-known examples include locomotor47

studies of organisms in low- [17–20] and high-Reynolds-48

number fluids [21–23]. In this work, we apply the same49

methodology and focus on the undulatory motions of snakes50

on an inclined plane by extending a recently proposed model51

for motions on a horizontal plane [4,24–26] to those on an52
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incline. Here the snake is a slender body whose curvature is 53

prescribed as a function of arc length and time. For simplicity, 54

we do not consider elasticity or viscoelasticity in the snake 55

body. The external forces acting on the snake body are 56

Coulomb friction with the ground and gravity. The model has 57

shown good agreement with biological snakes on a horizontal 58

plane [4,24], and previous studies have used the model 59

to find optimally efficient snake motions. Hu and Shelley 60

[24] prescribed a sinusoidal traveling-wave body motion and 61

found the optimally efficient amplitude and wavelength of the 62

traveling wave. Jing and Alben [25] used the same model to 63

consider the locomotion of two- and three-link snakes. They 64

found optimal motions analytically and numerically in terms of 65

the temporal functions for the internal angles between the links. 66

Alben [26] considered more general snake shapes and motions 67

by prescribing the curvature as a function of arc length and time 68

with 45 (and 180) parameters and optimizing it across the space 69

of frictional coefficients. He found that the optimal motions 70

are retrograde and direct traveling-wave motions for large and 71

small transverse friction coefficients, respectively. In the large 72

transverse friction coefficient regime, he showed analytically 73

that the optimal motion is a traveling wave and found the 74

scaling laws for the wave amplitude and cost of locomotion 75

with respect to the friction coefficients, both numerically and 76

analytically. 77

In this paper, we confine our discussion to the regime 78

where the transverse friction coefficient is larger than the 79

tangential friction coefficients. This is the typical regime for 80

biological and robotic snakes [2,24]. We prescribe the snake’s 81

motion as a retrograde traveling wave with two shape profiles, 82

triangular and sinusoidal, but with undetermined amplitudes. 83

The triangular wave motion has analytical solutions and 84

embodies many aspects of general traveling-wave motions. 85

We obtain the optimal motions in terms of the amplitude 86

of the triangular wave in the three-parameter space spanned 87

by transverse frictional coefficients, tangential (forward) fric- 88

tional coefficients, and incline angles. We discuss the relative 89

effects of these three parameters and find the upper bound of 90

the incline angle for the snake to maintain an upward motion. 91

We also find the power-law scalings for the optimal amplitudes 92

and corresponding costs of locomotion with respect to the 93

three parameters. For the sinusoidal wave motion, we use a 94

numerical method to solve for the position of the snake body 95
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the snake position on a plane inclined
at angle α. The arc length s is nondimensionalized by the snake
length. The tangent and normal vectors are labeled at a point.
Forward, backward, and transverse velocity vectors are shown with
corresponding friction coefficients μf , μb, and μt .

from its prescribed curvature. We then obtain the optimal body96

shape numerically and show that it follows the same scaling97

laws as the triangular wave motion, providing confirmation of98

those results. In the last part of the paper, we analytically99

determine the asymptotic optima for more general snake100

motions in the regime of a large transverse friction coefficient.101

We obtain the same scalings analytically as those found102

for the triangular and sinusoidal waves, which confirms and103

generalizes those results. Our study of snake locomotion can104

also be generalized to other locomotor systems as long as the105

same frictional law applies. One example is the undulatory106

swimming of sandfish lizards in sand [27,28].107

This paper is organized as follows: Sec. II describes the108

mathematical model for snake locomotion on an inclined109

plane. Section III studies the optima of the triangular wave110

motion, and Sec. IV studies those of the sinusoidal wave111

motion. The analytical asymptotic calculation is presented in112

Sec. V, and the conclusions follow in Sec. VI.113

II. MODEL114

We use the same frictional snake model as [4,24–26] to115

describe snake locomotion on an incline. The snake body116

is a curvilinear segment given by X(s,t) = (x(s,t),y(s,t)), a117

function of arc length s and time t . The unit vectors tangent118

and normal to the snake body are ŝ and n̂, respectively. The119

snake is placed on a plane inclined at angle α with respect to120

the horizontal plane. The x-y axes are oriented with the +x121

axis extending from the origin directly up the incline, and the122

+y axis is rotated 90◦ from it and directed across the incline.123

Height is constant along the y axis. A schematic diagram is124

shown in Fig. 1.125

The tangent angle and the curvature are denoted θ (s,t) and126

κ(s,t). Given the curvature, the tangent angle and the position127

of the snake body can be obtained by integrating128

θ (s,t) = θ0(t) +
∫ s

0
κ(s ′,t) ds ′, (1)

x(s,t) = x0(t) +
∫ s

0
cos θ (s ′,t) ds ′, (2)

y(s,t) = y0(t) +
∫ s

0
sin θ (s ′,t) ds ′. (3)

The trailing-edge position (x0,y0) and the tangent angle θ0 are 129

determined by the force and torque balances for the snake: 130∫ L

0
ρ∂ttxds =

∫ L

0
fx ds, (4)

∫ L

0
ρ∂ttyds =

∫ L

0
fy ds, (5)

∫ L

0
ρX⊥ · ∂ttX ds =

∫ L

0
X⊥ · f ds. (6)

Here ρ is the mass per unit length and L is the length of the 131

snake. We assume the snake is locally inextensible, and ρ and 132

L are constant in time. f is the external force per unit length 133

acting on the snake. It includes two parts: the force due to 134

Coulomb friction with the ground [4] and gravity: 135

f = ρg cos α[−μt (∂̂tX · n̂)n̂ − {μf H (∂̂tX · ŝ)

+μb[1 − H (∂̂tX · ŝ)]}(∂̂tX · ŝ)ŝ] − ρgGα. (7)

Here we use the Heaviside function H (·) to allow for 136

different frictional forces in the ŝ and −ŝ directions, and 137

Gα = (sin α,0)T represents the component of gravity in the 138

downhill (−x) direction. The hats denote normalized vectors, 139

and we define ∂̂tX to be zero when the snake velocity is zero. 140

The friction coefficients are μf ,μb, and μt for motions in the 141

forward (ŝ), backward (−ŝ), and transverse (±n̂) directions, 142

respectively. Without loss of generality we take μf � μb, so 143

the forward direction has the smaller friction coefficient if it is 144

unequal in the forward and backward directions. 145

We prescribe the curvature κ(s,t) as a time-periodic 146

function with period T and nondimensionalize Eqs. (4)–(6) 147

by length L, time T , and mass ρL. We then obtain 148

L

gT 2

∫ 1

0
∂ttx ds =

∫ 1

0
fx ds, (8)

L

gT 2

∫ 1

0
∂tty ds =

∫ 1

0
fy ds, (9)

L

gT 2

∫ 1

0
X⊥ · ∂ttX ds =

∫ L

0
X⊥ · f ds. (10)

We neglect the snake’s inertia for simplicity, as L/gT 2 � 1 149

is the typical range for steady snake locomotion observed in 150

nature [4]. The ratio is small because T , the period of the 151

snake’s motion, is typically large relative to
√

L/g. This allows 152

us to simplify the model by setting the left hand sides of (8)– 153

(10) to zero while maintaining a good representation of real 154

snake motions. We then obtain the following dimensionless 155

force and torque equations: 156∫ L

0
fxds = 0, (11)

∫ L

0
fyds = 0, (12)

∫ L

0
X⊥ · fds = 0, (13)
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and the dimensionless force f becomes157

f = cos α[−μt (∂̂tX · n̂)n̂ − {μf H (∂̂tX · ŝ)

+μb[1 − H (∂̂tX · ŝ)]}(∂̂tX · ŝ)ŝ] − Gα. (14)

The frictional force tends to zero as α approaches π/2. On158

a strictly vertical plane, the frictional force is unable to balance159

gravity, so planar locomotion is not obtained by the model in160

this case (however, snakes can ascend vertical crevices in a161

nonplanar concertina motion [15]).162

Given the curvature κ(s,t), we solve the three nonlinear163

equations (11)–(13) at each time t for the three unknowns,164

x0(t),y0(t), and θ0(t). Then we obtain the snake’s position as165

a function of time by using Eqs. (1)–(3). We define the cost of166

locomotion as167

η = W

d
, (15)

where d is the distance traveled by the snake’s center of mass168

over one period,169

d=
√(∫ 1

0
x(s,1) − x(s,0) ds

)2

+
(∫ 1

0
y(s,1) − y(s,0) ds

)2

,

(16)

and W is the work done by the snake against frictional forces170

and gravity over one period,171

W =
∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0
−f(s,t) · ∂tX(s,t) ds dt. (17)

Our objective is to find the curvature κ(s,t) that minimizes η.172

We choose the initial orientation of the snake so that its center173

of mass travels only in the x direction (up the incline) over one174

period of motion.175

We briefly mention the case in which the snake moves down176

the incline, which is equivalent to setting α < 0. In this case the177

snake can slide down the incline with no change of shape, and178

the work done by gravity and friction are equal in magnitude179

and opposite in sign. Thus the cost of locomotion is zero180

regardless of the frictional parameters. A straight body with181

y(s,t) = 0 experiences purely tangential friction and achieves182

the fastest speed among possible body shapes.183

We focus on the case in which the snake ascends the incline,184

i.e., α � 0. Here the net tangential friction and gravity both185

act in the −x direction, and transverse friction acting in the186

+x direction is necessary to balance the x-force equation. In187

the following discussion we only consider α � 0 and look188

for nontrivial κ(s,t) to minimize the cost of locomotion.189

III. TRIANGULAR WAVE BODY SHAPE 190

We start with a triangular wave body motion. It was studied 191

on a level plane in [26], and the snake’s position, angle, 192

velocity, and work can all be obtained analytically. The motion 193

is useful to consider because it embodies many aspects of more 194

general traveling-wave motions, while the shape dynamics are 195

easy to understand. 196

The motion is defined by prescribing the position of the 197

snake body as a triangular wave, 198

y(s,t) = A

∫
− sgn{sin[2π (s + t)]} ds. (18)

Here A = |dy/ds| = | sin θ (s,t)| � 1 [θ (s,t) is the angle of 199

the tangent to the snake’s body], so A is the absolute 200

value of the sine of the angle that the body sections make 201

with the horizontal. We refer to A as the “magnitude” 202

of the triangular wave motion, and it equals four times 203

the amplitude (the largest distance of the triangular wave 204

from the x axis). The horizontal dash through the integral 205

means that we choose the constant of the integration such that 206

the integrated function y(s,t) has zero mean. Therefore, the 207

triangular wave has zero mean vertical deflection relative to the 208

x axis. The triangular wave has the following unit tangent and 209

normal vectors: 210

ŝ =
( √

1 − A2

A sgn{sin[2π (s + t)]}
)

,

(19)

n̂ =
(−A sgn{sin[2π (s + t)]}√

1 − A2.

)
.

The force and torque balance equations are satisfied when 211

the snake moves forward with a constant speed U . Then the 212

horizontal and vertical speeds are 213

∂tx(s,t) = U, ∂ty(s,t) = A sgn{sin[2π (s + t)]}. (20)

The net y force and torque for such a motion are identically 214

zero. We determine the horizontal speed U by the x-force 215

balance equation: 216∫
cos α(−μt ∂̂tX · n̂nx − μf ∂̂tX · ŝsx) − sin α ds = 0.

(21)
Since μf � μb and the tangential velocity is uniformly 217

forward or backward over the whole snake body for the 218

triangular wave, the most efficient motion is obtained when 219

the snake moves forward. Thus, μb does not appear in the 220

frictional force in (21). Notice that the tangential frictional 221

force and gravity both have a component in the −x di- 222

rection, and transverse friction provides a balancing force 223

in the +x direction, up the incline. Solving (21) for U , 224

we obtain 225

U =

[
A4

(
μt

μf
− 1

)2 + A2
(

μt

μf
− 1

)]√
1 − A2 − A tan α

μf

√
1 + A2

(
μ2

t

μ2
f

− 1
) − tan2 α

μ2
f[

1 + A2
(

μt

μf
− 1

)]2 − tan2 α

μ2
f

. (22)

The speed of the snake is a function of A, μt , μf , and α.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Lines showing the boundaries of the re-
gions of non-negative forward velocity U in the space of A and α for
different μt − μf = 10,30, and 100. On the lines, U = 0, and below
the lines, U > 0. The black dashed line shows α = π/2, giving a
vertical incline.

A. Range of α226

The speed U is constant along the snake body for the227

triangular wave motion. As we only consider motions up the228

incline in this work, U is required to be real and nonnegative,229

and therefore, the incline angle α must satisfy the following230

inequality:231

α � arctan[A(μt − μf )
√

1 − A2]. (23)

Here we use the fact that A � 1 and μt > μf . In Fig. 2, we232

plot the upper bound of α according to inequality (23). For a233

given value of μt − μf , nonnegative speed is obtained for α234

in the region bounded by a curved line (labeled by μt − μf )235

and the horizontal (A) axis. As μt increases, larger transverse236

friction can be generated for the same A, and therefore, the237

range of α increases accordingly. As μf becomes larger, the238

tangential motion produces a stronger downhill drag which239

inhibits the upward motion, so the corresponding α range240

decreases. When the amplitude A varies from 0 to 1, both241

the transverse and tangential frictional forces vary, and their x242

components have opposite sign. As a result, the range of α is243

nonmonotonic with respect to A. The largest upper bound is244

obtained at A = √
2/2.245

B. Optima and other results246

In the triangular wave motion, the velocity and power247

are both constant over time, so we can simplify the cost of248

locomotion as249

η = W

d
= P

U
=

∫ 1

0
−f · ∂tXds

U
(24)

and obtain250

η = cos α√
U 2 + A2

[
A2(μt − μf )

(
U − 2

√
1 − A2 − A2

U

)
+μf U + μtA

2

U

]
+ sin α. (25)

We plug the value of U (22) into (25) and minimize η251

with respect to A. Then in the large-μt limit we obtain252

the optimal cost of locomotion and corresponding amplitude253

0 0.5 1 1.5 2
−2

−1

0

1

x

y

FIG. 3. (Color online) The optimal snake trajectory of the tri-
angular wave body shape over one period obtained with α = π/4,
μf = 1, and μt = 10.

as 254

min η −→ (μf cos α + sin α)

[
1 +

(
2μf

μt

)1/2
]

, (26)

A −→ 21/4μ
−1/4
t

(
μ

1/2
f + tan α

μ
1/2
f

)1/2

. (27)

We plot the optimal motion with α = π/4, μf = 1, and 255

μt = 10 over one period in Fig. 3. We manually offset the body 256

by a constant increment in the −y direction with every snap- 257

shot to clearly show the individual bodies, but we note that for 258

the triangular wave motion, the snake’s center of mass moves 259

purely along the x axis. The peak of the snake shifts to the left 260

in the figure, which indicates the snake moves slower than the 261

traveling triangular wave. The snake slips transversely in the 262

−x direction to obtain a thrust force in the +x direction that 263

balances the drag forces due to tangential friction and gravity. 264

In Fig. 4 we plot the optimal A and η with respect to α, μt , 265

and μf . Our results begin with μt below the large-μt limit, and 266

as this limit is reached, the results agree with (26) and (27). 267

For each parameter set, we minimize η over A using Eqs. (22) 268

and (25). 269

We plot A versus μt in Fig. 4(a) with fixed μf = 1 and vary 270

the parameter α. The asymptotic scaling of μ
−1/4
t is shown with 271

the solid line. The corresponding η and the scaling (μf /μt )1/2
272

(solid line) are plotted in Fig. 4(b). The optimal magnitude A 273

and cost of locomotion η both decrease with larger μt . We vary 274

μf and α in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) with fixed μt = 10 000 and 275

plot the optimal A versus μf and η versus μf , respectively. 276

The analytical solutions of (26) and (27) for α = 2π/5 are 277

shown with solid lines in both figures, and they agree well 278

with the corresponding numerical results (downward-pointing 279

triangles). The optimal magnitude A achieves its minimum 280

at μf = tan α, while the cost of locomotion η monotonically 281

increases with μf as ∂μf
η > 0. When α goes up, the optimal 282

A increases accordingly, and its minimum over μf shifts 283

to larger μf [Fig. 4(c)]. But the cost of locomotion varies 284

nonmonotonically with α. We can rewrite (27) as 285

min η −→
√

μ2
f + 1 sin

⎛⎝α + arcsin
μf√

μ2
f + 1

⎞⎠
×

[
1 +

(
2μf

μt

)1/2
]

. (28)
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Scaling laws of the triangle wave optima. (a) log10 A vs log10 μt with various α and fixed μf = 1. The solid line
indicates the scaling μ

−1/4
t . (b) log10[η/(μf cos α + sin α) − 1] vs log10 μt with various α and fixed μf = 1. The solid line shows the scaling

(μf /μt )1/2. (c) A vs μf with various α and fixed μt = 10 000. The solid line is the asymptotic solution A = 21/4μ
−1/4
t (μ1/2

f + tan α/μ
1/2
f )1/2,

obtained with α = 2π/5. (d) η vs μf with various α and fixed μt = 10 000. The solid line shows the asymptotic optima η = (μf cos α +
sin α)[1 + (2μf /μt )1/2] with α = 2π/5.

The least efficient optimum is obtained when286

α∗ = π

2
− arcsin

μf√
μ2

f + 1
. (29)

We call α∗ the critical incline angle. The optimal snake moves287

more efficiently when the incline is either shallower or steeper288

than the incline at the critical angle. The critical incline angle289

α∗ only depends on the tangential friction coefficient and290

becomes smaller as μf increases. On a steeper slope, more291

work is done against gravity and less work is done against292

forward friction for a given distance traveled. Thus, when μf293

increases, efficiency can be improved by making the slope294

steeper (and adjusting the amplitude to achieve the optimum295

at the new set of parameters).296

To better understand the effects of the parameters μt,μf ,297

and α, we plot the costs of locomotion due to transverse friction298

and tangential friction versus A in Fig. 5. We decompose the299

cost of locomotion (25) into three parts:300

η = ηt + ηf + ηg, (30)

where301

ηt = cos α√
U 2 + A2

(
UA2μt − 2A2

√
1 − A2μt

− A4μt

U
+ A2μt

U

)
, (31)

ηf = cos α√
U 2 + A2

[
Uμf (1 − A2)

+ 2A2
√

1 − A2μf + A4μf

U

]
, (32)

ηg = sin α (33)

are the costs due to transverse friction, forward tangential 302

friction, and gravity, respectively. 303

In Fig. 5, we vary one of the parameters μt,μf , and α in 304

turn and keep the other two fixed. We use solid lines for the 305

transverse friction and dashed lines for the tangential friction 306

in all panels. In general, as the magnitude A becomes larger, 307

the cost due to transverse friction decreases while the cost due 308

to tangential friction increases. The optimal η is obtained when 309

the slopes of the two costs are equal in magnitude and opposite 310

in sign. ηg is independent of A so it does not play a role in 311

determining the optimal A. 312

In Fig. 5(a), the sums of the costs of the frictional forces 313

become smaller as μt increases. Thus, the optimal η decreases 314

as well, as shown in Fig. 4(b). For a given motion (a given A), 315

the slope of the tangential cost is almost unchanged as μt goes 316

up, while the magnitude of the slope of the transverse cost 317

quickly decays. The point where the two slopes balance shifts 318

to the left at larger μt . The optimal motion is thus obtained at a 319
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Costs of locomotion (ηt/f ) due to transverse friction (solid lines) and tangential friction (dashed lines) vs A with (a)
various μt and fixed α = π/4 and μf = 1, (b) various μf and fixed α = π/4 and μt = 30, and (c) various α and fixed μt = 100 and μf = 1.

smaller amplitude as μt increases. We show the results only for320

α = π/4 and μf = 1 in the figure, but the same phenomenon321

holds for all α and μf . Physically, as the transverse coefficient322

increases, the snake can obtain the same amount of forward323

force from transverse friction with less deflection of the body324

and less slipping in the transverse direction, and the cost of325

the tangential friction is reduced as well due to a shorter path326

traveled. Thus, the total cost of locomotion η decreases with μt .327

We show in Fig. 5(b) that the costs due to transverse friction328

and tangential friction both increase as μf increases. When329

the friction coefficient μf is larger, the snake of the same330

deflection experiences a stronger downward drag caused by331

tangential friction, increasing the slipping and, consequently,332

the work done against transverse friction as well. The optimal333

magnitude A varies nonmonotonically with μf , as shown in334

Fig. 4(c). The slopes of both costs increase with μf for given335

A. When μf < tan α, the point where the two slopes are equal336

in magnitude shifts to smaller A as μf increases. When μf >337

tan α, the balanced point shifts to larger A.338

In Fig. 5(c), we fix μt = 100 and μf = 1 and vary the339

incline angle α. The cost due to gravity is sin α for the340

triangular wave motion and thus always increases with α.341

Meanwhile, the tangential cost decreases with α while the342

transverse cost increases. The competition of these three costs343

makes η nonmonotonic with α, as shown in Fig. 4(d). For a344

given motion, the slope of the tangential cost with respect to A345

is nearly unchanged as the incline becomes steeper. However,346

the magnitude of the slope of the transverse cost increases with347

α, so a point with a given slope of the transverse cost shifts to348

larger A as α increases. Therefore, the point where two slopes349

are equal and opposite shifts to larger A as α increases, so the350

optimal A in Figs. 4(a) and 4(c) grows with α.351

IV. SINUSOIDAL BODY SHAPE352

We now consider an alternative, sinusoidal snake motion353

to check the dependence of our results on the snake shape.354

We again determine the snake shape which minimizes η for a355

given parameter set (μt,μf ,μb,α).356

We define the body shape by prescribing its curvature as a357

sinusoidal function with t period 1:358

κ(s,t) = K cos(nπs + 2πt). (34)

This body shape, with sinusoidal curvature, has been called a 359

“serpenoid curve” by Hirose [2,29] and others in robotics. We 360

fix the wave number n in this work and look for the optimal 361

constant K to minimize η for a given (μt,μf ,μb,α). Later, 362

we show that although the wave number n affects the optimal 363

value of K , it does not change the dependence of the optimal K 364

on the other parameters. We fix n = 6 in this section since, for 365

a horizontal plane, the lowest cost of locomotion is obtained 366

in the limit of large wave numbers according to [26], and 367

n = 6 approximates this limit while only requiring a moderate 368

number of grid points in arc length along the snake to discretize 369

the equations accurately. 370

A. Numerical method 371

We find the optimal η on a sequence of one-dimensional 372

meshes of K values with decreasing spacing. Each mesh in 373

the sequence is centered near the minimizer from the previous 374

coarser mesh. The fourth mesh used has a mesh size of 10−3. 375

We then use a quadratic curve to fit the data around the 376

minimum point on the fourth mesh and obtain the optimal 377

K based on a final fifth mesh, with mesh width 10−6. In 378

[26] Alben used a Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) 379

algorithm [30] to minimize the cost of locomotion when the 380

curvature is described by a double-series expansion with 45 381

parameters. In this work we optimize over only a single 382

parameter (the amplitude) for a given shape. We find that a 383

direct search over the parameter space is typically fast enough 384

since η varies smoothly with K in the regime of physically 385

admissible, nonoverlapping shapes. 386

The algorithm requires fast routines to evaluate η. Here 387

we describe our numerical scheme that solves for the work, 388

distance, and cost of locomotion. Given the curvature κ(s,t), 389

we solve the three nonlinear equations (11)–(13) at each time 390

step, over a period, for the three unknowns, x0(t),y0(t), and 391

θ0(t). Then we use Eqs. (1)–(3) to compute x(t),y(t), and θ (t) 392

and obtain d,W, and η over one period. 393

We discretize the period interval uniformly with m time 394

points: {0,1/m, . . . ,1 − 1/m}. We rewrite Eqs. (11)–(13) 395

as equations in unknowns {∂tx0,∂ty0,∂t θ0} by taking time 396

derivatives on both sides. Therefore, at each time level, 397

we solve for {∂tx0,∂ty0,∂t θ0} and then integrate to obtain 398

{x0,y0,θ0}. The advantage of replacing x0,y0, and θ0 with their 399

time derivatives as variables is that it avoids the numerical 400
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FIG. 6. (Color online) The optimal snake trajectory of the sinu-
soidal wave body shape over one period obtained with α = π/4,
μf = 1, and μt = 10.

error in computing the discrete time derivatives and decreases401

the computational cost by decoupling a large system of 3m402

equations in 3m unknowns into m decoupled systems each403

containing only 3 equations in 3 unknowns [26].404

We design a time-marching scheme which is second order405

accurate in both time and space to solve for {∂tx0,∂ty0,∂t θ0}.406

At each time level i, we use Newton’s method with a finite-407

difference Jacobian matrix as described in [26] to solve the408

nonlinear equations for {∂tx
i
0,∂ty

i
0, ∂t θ

i
0}. To evaluate the func-409

tion values in Newton’s method, the current step position and410

angle {xi
0,y

i
0,θ

i
0} are required, and guesses are obtained by the411

forward Euler method. After we obtain the current time deriva-412

tives {∂tx
i
0,∂ty

i
0,∂t θ

i
0}, we update the position and angle by inte-413

grating {∂tx0,∂ty0,∂t θ0} from t = 0 to t = i/m. We can iterate414

the same procedure until a certain accuracy is obtained. We find415

that second-order temporal accuracy is achieved by iterating416

only once. The initial condition {∂tx
0
0 ,∂ty

0
0 ,∂t θ

0
0 } is obtained 417

by setting {x0
0 ,y

0
0 ,θ0

0 } to {0,0,0} and using Newton’s method. 418

B. Optima and other results 419

We first consider the case μt 	 μf . Here the tangential 420

motion is purely in the forward direction for the sinusoidal 421

wave motion. Therefore, as for the triangular wave, the μb 422

term drops out of the force law, and the parameter space is 423

reduced to {μt,μf ,α}. We plot the optimal snake trajectory 424

with parameters α = π/4, μf = 1, and μt = 10 over one 425

period in Fig. 6. The snake moves from left to right, and its 426

center of mass moves mainly along the x direction. 427

In Fig. 7, we vary μt , μf , and α and plot the optimal K and 428

cost of locomotion η versus these parameters. Some data points 429

are ignored because there is no solution with non-negative 430

x velocity for the corresponding parameter values. We fix 431

μf = 1 and plot the optimal K and η versus μt with various α 432

in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). In Figs. 7(c) and 7(d), we fix μt = 10 000 433

and vary μf from 0.1 to 2 with different α. We find that the 434

optima for the sinusoidal wave motion satisfy essentially the 435

same scaling laws as the triangular wave motion in (26) and 436

(27). The cost of locomotion is the same as (26), and the 437

amplitude K is scaled by an extra factor
√

2nπ , yielding a 438

deflection amplitude that agrees with (27). 439
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Scaling laws for the sinusoidal wave optima. (a) log10 K vs log10 μt with various α and fixed μf = 1. The solid
line shows the scaling law μ

−1/4
t . (b) log10[η/(μf cos α + sin α) − 1] vs log10 μt with various α and fixed μf = 1. The solid line denotes the

scaling (μf /μt )1/2. (c) K vs μf with various α and fixed μt = 10 000. The solid line is the analytical optimum K = √
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Optimal snake shapes at the instant t = 0 for (a) α = π/24, π/12, π/8, π/6, π/4, π/3, 2π/5, μf = 1, and
μt = 100; (b) μf =0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, α = π/4, and μt = 100; and (c) μt =5, 10, 100, 500, 1000, 5000, 10 000,
α = π/4, and μf = 1. (d) The deflection of the body rescaled by (μ1/2

f + tan α/μ
1/2
f )−1/2 corresponding to (a). (e) The deflection rescaled by

(μ1/2
f + tan α/μ

1/2
f )−1/2 for (b). (f) The deflection rescaled by μ

1/4
t with the same parameters as (c).

We show the optimal snake body shapes corresponding440

to different α, μf , and μt in Figs. 8(a), 8(b), and 8(c),441

respectively. We displace the different bodies vertically so442

that they are easier to distinguish. In Figs. 8(d), 8(e), and443

8(f), we rescale the deflections of the optimal shapes with444

α, μf , and μt according to the scaling law for the optimal445

amplitude (27). The centers of mass for all bodies are located446

at the origin. Here we zoom in on the portion of the body447

nearest the center. We find a good collapse of the bodies after448

rescaling.449

In the regime where μt and μf are comparable, the450

sinusoidal body shape model may not yield forward motion.451

For snake locomotion on a level plane, Alben [26] found that452

when μt/μf � 6, the optimal snake shape is no longer a453

retrograde traveling wave. He identified a set of locally optimal454

motions and classified some of them as ratchetting motions.455

When the snake climbs uphill and μt is small, the traveling456

wave may not be able to provide enough uphill thrust to457

balance gravity and the drag due to forward motion. The snake458

may therefore use locomotion modes other than slithering to459

maintain its position on the incline. For example, concertina460

locomotion is often observed for snakes moving inside an461

inclined tunnel. Marvi and Hu [15] found that some snakes can462

resist sliding by varying their frictional interactions with the463

ground. They will lift part of the body, reduce the contact with464

the ground to several localized regions, and orient their scales465

to increase the frictional coefficients for a portion of the body.466

In this situation, μt and μf are not uniform along the whole467

body. A planar model does not yield net snake locomotion on468

steep inclines when the ratio of the transverse-to-tangential469

friction coefficient is small. Our future work may consider470

three-dimensional motions to better understand this interesting 471

parameter regime. 472

V. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS 473

A. Optimal shape dynamics 474

We now analytically determine how the optimal snake 475

motion depends on the parameters {μt,μf ,α}, thus providing 476

theoretical confirmation of our previous results and extending 477

them to general shapes in the large-μt regime. We assume that 478

the mean direction of the motion is aligned with the x axis and 479

the deflections along the y direction are small, i.e., |y| and all 480

of its temporal and spatial derivatives |∂ty|,|∂sy|,|∂2
t y|, . . . , 481

are O(μβ
t ) for some negative β. We also assume that the 482

tangential motion is only in the forward direction to simplify 483

the derivation. We first expand each term in the force and 484

torque balance equations in powers of |y| and retain only the 485

terms which are dominant at large μt . A detailed discussion 486

of the expansion of each term can be found in [26]. If we only 487

keep the lowest powers in y from each expression, the x-force 488

balance equation becomes 489∫ 1

0
− cos α

[
μf + μt∂sy

(
∂sy − ∂ty

U

)]
− sin α ds = 0,

(35)

where U (t) ≡ ∂tx(s,t) is the s-averaged horizontal velocity. 490

The three terms in the integral represent the drag due to forward 491

friction, the thrust due to transverse friction, and gravity, 492

respectively. We note that both the tangential friction and 493
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gravity forces act in the −x direction, and transverse friction494

is essential to maintain the x-force balance. In [26] it is shown495

that for large μt , a minimizer of the cost of locomotion should496

approximate a traveling-wave motion. Therefore, we pose the497

shape dynamics as498

y(s,t) = g(s + Uwt), (36)

which is a traveling wave with a prescribed wave speed Uw.499

Uw is different from U (t) in general, for otherwise, the snake500

moves purely tangentially with no transverse motion. Here g501

is a periodic function with period Uw (so y has t period 1). We502

obtain an equation for U in terms of Uw and g by substituting503

(36) into (35):504

− μf cos α − μt cos α

(
1 − Uw

U

)
〈g′(s + Uwt)2〉 = sin α,

(37)

505where 〈g′(s + Uwt)2〉 ≡ ∫ 1
0 g′(s + Uwt)2 ds. As α → π/2, 506

cos α → 0, and no frictional force occurs. Therefore, in the 507

limit α → π/2, we require μt → ∞ such that μt cos α → ∞; 508

that is, the speed at which α tends to π/2 depends on 509

the speed at which μt tends to infinity. This requirement 510

is similar to the upper bound of α in the triangular wave 511

motion to obtain forward motion. As μt cos α → ∞, Eq. (37) 512

holds with (1 − Uw/U ) → 0−. The traveling wave moves 513

backward along the snake at speed Uw while the snake moves 514

forward at a speed U slightly less than Uw. Therefore, the 515

snake slips transversely to itself, which provides an uphill 516

thrust to balance gravity and the drag due to tangential 517

friction. 518

In [26] it is shown that one must expand the terms in the 519

force balance equation in higher powers of |y| to obtain an 520

optimal motion. We do so, again assuming y = g(s + Uwt). 521

Then the force balance equation becomes 522

cos α

{
μf + μt

[(
1 − Uw

U

)
〈g′(s + Uwt)2〉 + 1

2
〈g′(s + Uwt)2〉2

]}
= − sin α, (38)

and the cost of locomotion is 523

η ∼ sin α +
∫ 1

0
cos αμf

(
1 + 1

2
〈g′2〉

)
+ cos αμt

(
1 − Uw

U
+ 1

2
〈g′2〉

)2

〈g′2〉 + O(μf |g|4,μt |g|8) dt. (39)

Equation (39) is shown in a simplified form, using the result that (1 − Uw/U ) → 0 as μt cos α → ∞. We substitute Eq. (38) 524

into (39) and obtain 525

η = 1
/ ∫ 1

0

1

sin α + cos αμf

(
1 + 1

2 〈g′2〉) + cos α(μf +tan α)2

μt 〈g′2〉 + O(μf |g|4,μt |g|8)
dt. (40)

If we approximate 〈g′(s + Uwt)2〉 as constant in time, we526

obtain527

η = μf cos α + sin α + μf cos α

2
〈g′2〉

+ cos α(μf + tan α)2

μt 〈g′2〉 + O(μf |g|4,μt |g|8), (41)

which is minimized for528

〈g′2〉1/2 = 21/4μ
−1/4
t

(
μ

1/2
f + tan α

μ
1/2
f

)1/2

, (42)

and the corresponding optimal cost of locomotion is529

η = (μf cos α + sin α)

[
1 +

(
2μf

μt

)1/2
]

. (43)

In the triangular wave motion, we have530

y(s,t) = g(s + t) = A

∫
− sgn{sin[2π (s + t)]}ds. (44)

By using (42), we obtain531

A = 〈g′2〉1/2 = 21/4μ
−1/4
t

(
μ

1/2
f + tan α

μ
1/2
f

)1/2

, (45)

which is consistent with the analytical result we obtained in532

(27).533

B. Optimal curvature analysis 534

For a more general body shape, to satisfy the y-force 535

balance and torque balance, we instead prescribe the curvature 536

κ(s,t) and obtain x(s,t), y(s,t), and θ (s,t) from Eqs. (1)–(3). 537

We now correct the above analysis to satisfy all three equations. 538

We again assume that the deflection from the x axis is small, 539

and we decompose y(s,t) as 540

y(s,t) = y0(t) +
∫ s

0
sin θ (s ′,t)ds ′ (46)

= y0(t) +
∫ s

0
θ (s ′,t)ds ′ + O(y3) (47)

= y0(t) +
∫ s

0
θ0(t) +

∫ s ′

0
κ(s ′′,t)ds ′′ds ′ + O(y3)

(48)

= y0(t) + sθ0(t) +
∫ s

0

∫ s ′

0
κ(s ′′,t)ds ′′ds ′ + O(y3)

(49)

≡ Y (t) + sR(t) + k(s,t) + O(y3). (50)

Prescribing the curvature is the equivalent of prescribing 541

k(s,t). We set 542

k(s,t) = g(s + Uwt) (51)
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543

544

so y is similar to the form given before, with two additional terms: vertical translation Y (t) and rotation R(t). We 545

determine Y and R by expanding the y force equation (12) and torque balance equation (13) to leading order in |y| and 546

obtain 547∫ 1

0

(
−Uw

U
+ 1 + 1

2
〈g′2〉

)
g′ − Y ′

U
− R′s

U
+ R ds = 0,

(52)

548∫ 1

0
s

[(
−Uw

U
+ 1 + 1

2
〈g′2〉

)
g′ − Y ′

U
− R′s

U
+ R

]
ds = 0. (53)

We solve (52) and (53) for Y and R: 549

Y ′

U
− R = 4
 − 6�, (54)

R′

U
= 12� − 6
. (55)

� ≡
(

−Uw

U
+ 1 + 1

2
〈g′2〉

)
〈sg′〉, (56)


 ≡
(

−Uw

U
+ 1 + 1

2
〈g′2〉

)
〈g′〉. (57)

We then express the x-force balance equation in terms of Y and R and obtain 550∫ 1

0
− cos α

[
μf + μt

(
−Uw

U
+ 1 + 1

2
〈g′2〉

)
g′2 + μt

(
−Y ′

U
− R′s

U
+ R

)
g′

]
− sin α ds = 0. (58)

Substituting (54) and (55) into (58), we solve for U in terms of g: 551

Uw

U
= 1 + 1

2
〈g′2〉 + μf + tan α

μt [〈g′2〉 − 〈g′〉2 − 3(〈g′〉 − 2〈sg′〉)2]
. (59)

The cost of locomotion η then becomes 552

η = 1
/ ∫ 1

0

1

sin α + cos α
[
μf

(
1 + 1

2 〈g′2〉) + (μf +tan α)2

μt [〈g′2〉−〈g′〉2−3(〈g′〉−2〈sg′〉)2]

]dt. (60)

Following [26], we expand g′ in a basis of Legendre polynomials Lk for any fixed time t . The Legendre polynomials are 553

orthonormal functions with unit weight on [0,1]. They satisfy the relations 554∫ 1

0
LiLjds = δij ; L0 = 1, L1 =

√
12(s − 1/2), . . . . (61)

We write g′ as 555

g′(s + Uwt) =
∞∑

k=0

ck(t)Lk(s), (62)

and we have 556

〈g′2〉 =
∞∑

k=0

ck(t)2, (63)

〈g′〉2 = c0(t)2, (64)

3(〈g′〉 − 2〈sg′〉)2 = c1(t)2. (65)
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Inserting into (60), we obtain557

η = 1
/ ∫ 1

0

1

cos α
[
1 + 1

2

(
c0(t)2 + c1(t)2 + ∑∞

k=2 ck(t)2
) + (μf +tan α)2

μt

∑∞
k=2 ck(t)2

] + sin α
dt. (66)

Therefore, η is minimized for558

c0(t) = 0; c1(t) = 0;
∞∑

k=2

ck(t)2 =
√

2μ
−1/2
t

(
μ

1/2
f + tan α

μ
1/2
f

)
. (67)

If a periodic function g(s + Uwt) satisfies (67) for all t , this is559

the curvature function which minimizes the cost of locomotion.560

The corresponding cost of locomotion is561

η −→ (μf cos α + sin α)

[
1 +

(
2μf

μt

)1/2
]

. (68)

Finally, we define the amplitude of the snake motion as562

A ≡
(

1

Uw

∫ Uw

0
g′(x)2dx

)1/2

. (69)

Then we obtain563

〈g′2〉 = A2 + O(Uw), (70)

〈g′〉 = O(Uw), (71)

〈sg′〉 = O(Uw). (72)

Therefore, in the limit of Uw → 0, (67) holds with the564

optimal565

A = 21/4μ
−1/4
t

(
μ

1/2
f + tan α

μ
1/2
f

)1/2

. (73)

The derivation of (70)–(72) can be found in an appendix566

of [26]. We notice that when α = 0 and μf = 1, η →567

1 + √
2μ

−1/2
t and the optimal A → 21/4μ

−1/4
t , which are568

consistent with the optimal solutions of snake motion on a569

level plane, derived in [26].570

For the sinusoidal wave motion, we prescribed the curvature571

of the sinusoidal wave as572

κ(s,t) = K cos(nπs + 2πt), (74)

and according to (69), we obtain the amplitude A,573

A = K√
2nπ

. (75)

Therefore, the magnitude of the sinusoidal wave K scales as574

K = (
√

2nπ )
(
21/4μ

−1/4
t

) (
μ

1/2
f + tan α

μ
1/2
f

)1/2

, (76)

which is consistent with our numerical results.575

We now discuss the case in which the snake’s net576

displacement is not solely in the x direction, up the incline,577

but instead has a nonzero component in the y direction, across578

the incline. The above analysis and [26] show that in the limit579

of large μt , the minimum cost of locomotion is achieved when 580

the curvature is any traveling-wave function, in the limit of 581

vanishing wavelength and with amplitude tending to zero like 582

μ
−1/4
t . For all such optimal motions, the snake moves along 583

a straight-line path. Let the distance traveled by the center 584

of mass over one period be d, with x and y displacements 585

dx and dy , so d =
√

d2
x + d2

y . We may redefine η as W/dx 586

now, so only the distance traveled up the incline is considered 587

useful. We also set η = +∞ if dx < 0 to avoid the trivial 588

case in which the snake travels down the incline, which we 589

discussed in Sec. II. Our previous results continue to hold 590

with this definition of η because we set the initial orientation 591

of the snake so that its center of mass travels only in the x 592

direction and d = dx � 0 in all cases. Now if dy � 0, we 593

first claim that the optimal motions in the large-μt limit still 594

follow straight-line paths. Any nonstraight path with the same 595

beginning and end points would have a greater arc length and 596

thus require more work done against forward friction for the 597

same distance traveled by the snake’s center of mass. For a 598

straight-line path, the work against transverse friction vanishes 599

[corresponding to η in Eq. (43) in the limit of large μt ], so it can 600

not be decreased for the nonstraight path. Work against gravity 601

is the same for the straight and nonstraight paths since dx is 602

the same. Therefore, the straight-line path is the optimal path 603

to minimize η. Now we show that the η-minimizing path is a 604

straight-line path with dy = 0. η is now a generalized version 605

of Eq. (43): 606

η → μf cos α
d

dx

+ sin α as μt → ∞, (77)

and it is minimized when dy = 0 and d = dx . In short, nonzero 607

dy increases the work against forward tangential friction 608

without any compensating increase in dx , so η increases. 609

VI. CONCLUSION 610

We have studied optimal snake motions on an inclined 611

plane. We used a two-dimensional model and determined 612

the effects of the parameters, the transverse and tangential 613

coefficients of friction and the incline angle, on the optimal 614

amplitudes of triangular wave motions and sinusoidal wave 615

motions. When the transverse friction coefficient is much 616

larger than the tangential friction coefficient, we showed that 617

for a given incline angle α and tangential friction coefficient 618

μf , the cost of locomotion tends to (μf cos α + sin α), with the 619

optimal amplitude scaling as μ
−1/4
t . Our analysis also showed a 620

nonmonotonic relationship between the cost of locomotion and 621
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the incline angle. The least efficient optimal motion is achieved622

at a critical incline angle depending on the value of μf . The623

optimal amplitude increases with the incline angle to maintain624

the upward motion of the snake. For given μt and α, the625

motion becomes less efficient as μf increases due to the extra626

work against tangential friction. However, when μf is small,627

we find that motion with a larger amplitude is more efficient,628

while when μf is large, a motion with smaller amplitude is629

optimal. We gave an asymptotic analysis of a more general630

class of motions, and our asymptotic results showed the same631

scaling laws for optimal amplitude and cost of locomotion.632

An extension of this work is to three-dimensional motions633

of snakes and wider parameter spaces with small or moderate634

transverse friction coefficients. Another interesting topic is 635

motions in the presence of walls [5,15,16]. 636
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